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This booklet is one of several resources developed for the Hotspots Fire Project which aims to
provide a property ﬁre management planning framework for catchments across New South Wales.
This booklet is designed to be used to support participation in the Day 2 Workshop and the support of
ecological and local agency representatives.
This booklet is a publication of the Hotspots Fire Project.

The Hotspots Fire Project is a partnership program jointly managed by the Nature Conservation
Council of NSW and the NSW Rural Fire Service.
For further information on the Hotspots Fire Project contact:
Nature Conservation Council of NSW
On 02 9516 0359 or
Email: info@hotspotsfireproject.org.au
The NSW Rural Fire Service
On 02 8741 5555
Email: hotspots@rfs.nsw.gov.au
For further information please visit our website: www.hotspotsﬁreproject.org.au
Hotspots would like to thank the following project partners for their support: The Nature
Conservation Council of NSW, The NSW Rural Fire Service, Ofﬁce of Environment & Heritage,
NSW Catchment Management Authorities, NSW Farmers Association, The Southeast Queensland
Fire & Biodiversity Consortium, NSW Department of Primary Industries – Forestry Corporation NSW, Local
Government NSW, the Centre for Environmental Risk Management of Bush Fire
at the University of Wollongong and our afﬁliated partners: NSW Land & Property Management
Authority and NSW Landcare Inc.

Disclaimer & notes
This draft booklet has been compiled for the Hotspots Fire Project. It serves merely as an aid to planning, and in no way provides any
guarantee of ﬁre safety. Although people living in and working in ﬁre-prone areas or areas with potential for ﬁre can attempt to minimise risk,
a degree of risk will always remain. The information contained herein reﬂects our understanding at the time of publication. We are learning
more about ﬁre and the environment every day and anticipate that some recommendations may change as new information comes to hand.
Thus whilst every effort has been made to ensure the information presented herein is as accurate and well-informed as possible, those
involved in compiling this booklet take no responsibility for any outcomes, actions or losses resulting either directly or indirectly from the
booklet’s interpretation, misinterpretation or implementation. The examples provided are not intended to suggest a recommended course
of action. Nor is this booklet intended to be used without the help of experts, good neighbour relations, the experience of the associated
Hotspots Fire Project workshops and the tools provided at those workshops. Readers should also note that the focus of this booklet is on
ﬁre management planning, as distinct from ﬁre response planning. The NSW Rural Fire Service can assist with the latter.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
PREPARATION
The Hotspots Fire Project provides landholders with the opportunity to participate in field-based activities.
This field day is spent on site with exercises and observation relating to planning and conducting a safe
prescribed burn. The RFS has a duty of care to ensure the welfare and safety of all participants of the
Hotspots Fire Project.
Inherent in these activities are risks which need to be identified and treated. NSW Rural Fire Service
standards incorporate risk management into the delivery of the Hotspots Fire Project including planning for
prescribed burns. Part of the prescribed burn planning process and the supervising of the burn includes
identifying hazards and risks (including those relating to the general public) and treating those accordingly.
The planning of this field day has included risk assessments, safety checks and the production of
documentation which briefs landholders thoroughly regarding expectations for both the delivery team and
participants. Good planning is essential in insuring that we have adequate controls in place to reduce and
treat risks accordingly.

INSURANCE
The New South Wales Rural Fire Service (NSW RFS) is a member of the Treasury Managed Fund (TMF)
for insurance purposes. Its Managing Agents are GIO.Where activities of the NSW RFS results in property
damage or personal injury to a third party for which it is legally liable the TMF will provide coverage. This
includes any NSW RFS activities associated with the Hotspots project.
NSW Rural Fire Service staff and volunteers are insured under the Treasury Managed Fund which covers
legitimate exposure to risk. A certificate of currency is also issued to the private landholder hosting the
workshop which states that a risk assessment has been completed and the field day is a bona-fide activity
of the NSW RFS.

YOUR SAFETY
To ensure your safety as a Hotspots participant please follow the facilitators safety instructions and take all
possible precautions when undertaking any field activities and during the presentations. For the field work
component of the program you are required to be fully prepared, including wearing suitable outdoor
clothing outlined below.
Your facilitator will provide a full safety briefing prior to undertaking any outdoor activities. Conditions
during the burn may be very smoky and hot, and the weather conditions may change without notice. It is
essential you follow all instructions from the facilitator and RFS personnel to ensure the safety of all
participant.

In the event of any accident or incident (no matter how minor), please immediately inform the Hotspots
facilitator as all incidents, accidents or near misses are required to be documented and investigated.
If you have any questions or concerns, please speak with the facilitator or an RFS officer.
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Please ensure you are prepared for the field day. If conditions permit, a planned burn will be
conducted in the afternoon.
Please ensure you wear:
Long pants and long sleeve shirt/jumper/jacket (cotton or wool)
Fully enclosed footwear, preferably with ankle protection and heavy tread soles (such as
hiking boots, Blundstones etc)
Hat and Sunscreen
and bring along:
Hard hat (if you own one)
Goggles or protective glasses
Gloves (leather if possible)
Mask (particularly if you suffer from asthma or have breathing difficulties)
2 Litres of water (minimum)
12 month action plan (developed during and after Workshop 2)
Day Pack for materials
If you have any questions, please have a chat to an RFS staff member or volunteer.
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MANAGEMENT IDEAS/TIPS TO MAINTAIN YOUR FIRE
MANAGEMENT PLAN
Now that you have prepared your Hotspots Fire Project fire management plan, we hope that you have a
better understanding of how simple targeted actions can be undertaken to improve the outcomes on your
property when managing fire for life, property and the environment.
We recognise that these goals may at times come into conflict and the relative advantages and
disadvantages need to be weighed up. Tradeoffs may be inevitable. However tradeoffs can be reduced
by making management decisions that reflect the learning’s provided by the Hotspots training, including
the content in the materials within the Hotspots folder. The following is a summary of simple management
principles which we hope you can use as a guide when managing fire on your property:

WHY DO YOU NEED A FIRE MANAGEMENT PLAN?
Biodiversity management benefit

Risk management benefit

A plan helps you to consolidate your
management goals and better coordinate fire
activities with your neighbours - providing
improved opportunities to maintain a mosaic of
vegetation in different stages of post-fire across
the landscape.

A plan helps you to better examine risks to your
property so that you are better prepared to act on
them. It is important that you also have a Bush Fire
Survival Plan. This will complement your Hotspots
Plan and guide you in making decisions during
unplanned fires. Always seek help by talking to your
neighbours and the appropriate fire authorities.

WHY DO YOU NEED TO UNDERSTAND WHAT VEGETATION YOU
HAVE ON YOUR PROPERTY?
Biodiversity management benefit

Risk management benefit

Because different vegetation types are adapted
to different fire regimes. Scientists have
developed fire frequency guidelines to help to
support the fire requirements of these different
vegetation types.

As fire behaves differently in different vegetation
(depending on how much fuel there is and how it is
arranged), therefore understanding what vegetation
you have is important. Remember that other external
factors (such as seasonal weather conditions and
topography) will also influence how fire behaves in
different vegetation.

Remember that even within a single vegetation
type, each stage of growth after fire looks
different. Each stage provides different habitat,
each has value.
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The best way to learn how different native vegetation
responds to fire is by observing fire behaviour under
controlled conditions.
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WHY DO YOU NEED TO KNOW FIRE HISTORY FOR YOUR LOCAL AREA?
Biodiversity management benefit

Risk management benefit

Too frequent and too infrequent fire can trigger
negative impacts that throw systems ‘out of
balance’ e.g. loss of species, weed invasion –
you should know your fire history.

Knowing the frequency and extent of past fires tells a
story that you can use to predict how bushfires in the
future may behave.

Even within a single vegetation type, different
species have different needs in relation to fire.
To address this, vary fire frequency over time
and space to allow for the full range of species.

Knowledge about fire history will help you make
management decisions to minimise risk to life,
property and the environment (i.e. knowing where
fires have travelled from and to, will enable you to
manage certain areas of your property more
effectively, for example by reducing fuel loads).

Knowing the fire history within your local area
will also help you work with neighbours to
ensure there is vegetation at different stages of
post fire.

WHY DO YOU NEED TO CONSIDER FIRE IN A LANDSCAPE CONTEXT?
Biodiversity management benefit
That’s because fires occur across boundaries
and landscapes - it is useful to think about
where the different vegetation types sit in a
landscape and how this relates to fire.
It is important not to burn entire vegetation
types at once. Patchiness provides refuges for
animals and a seed source for plants to
recolonise burnt areas.

Risk management benefit

Fire frequency, extent, and even intensity are
naturally patterned across a landscape. This is
determined largely by weather, aspect, slope and
vegetation type. Fire management should therefore
both respond to and make use of these landscape
patterns.
Remember that burns planned over small areas are
more easily managed than burns over large areas.

WHY IS VARIABILITY OF FIRE REGIMES SO IMPORTANT?
Biodiversity management benefit

Variability of fire regimes within vegetation
types, across different vegetation types and
landscapes will help to support a greater
diversity of species to improve landscape
health.

Risk management benefit

Variability of fire regimes within vegetation types,
across different vegetation types and landscapes will
help to manage fuel loads, reducing the risk to
communities and providing opportunities to manage
wildfire.
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HOW SHOULD I IMPLEMENT MY FIRE MANAGEMENT PLAN?
Biodiversity management benefit

Risk management benefit

Use the Hotspots materials as a guide to make
management decisions. To improve your
decisions learn more about the plants and
animals in your landscape and their
relationship with fire by consulting with relevant
Natural Resource Management authorities
(e.g. National Parks and Catchment
Management Authorities) and/or local
ecologists.

The Hotspots program has given you an experience
in operational fire management but not competency.
It is important that you seek help with your plan from
the relevant fire authorities and as a starting point set
small management goals.
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If you are interested in learning more about fuels and
fire, consider joining your local brigade as a
volunteer member, or speak to others who have
completed the Hotspots program to see if you can
watch and learn from burns they may be
undertaking.
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RISK ASSESSMENT SHEET
LIKELIHOOD: the chance of an event happening
CONSEQUENCE: the outcome or impact of an event

Consequence
Catastrophic

Major

Moderate

Minor

Almost Certain

High

High

Medium

Medium

Likely

High

High

Medium

Medium

Possible

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Unlikely

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Likelihood

HOW TO CONDUCT A RISK ASSESSMENT:
1. What is the event?

2. What is the likelihood of this event happening?

3. What is the consequence of this event happening?

4. What is the overall risk rating (likelihood v’s consequence)?

5. What can be done to manage or control the risk?

RISK ASSESSMENT EXAMPLE:
1.

Slips/trips/falls

2.

Possible

3.

Major

4.

Medium

5.

Wear appropriate footwear
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BEAUFORT SCALE
The Beaufort scale is a scale for measuring wind speeds. It is based on observation rather than accurate
measurement.

Beaufort

km/hr

0

<1

Smoke rises vertically

Calm

1

1-5

Smoke drifts slowly

Light Air

1-3

2

6-11

Wind felt on face
Leaves rustle
Flags flap

Light Breeze

4-6

3

12-19

Leaves and small twigs in constant motion
Flags extended

Gentle Breeze

7-10

4

20-29

Raises dust and loose paper
Small branches are moved

Moderate Breeze

11-16

5

30-39

Small trees begin to sway

Fresh Breeze

17-21

6

40-49

Large branches in motion
Wires whistle
Umbrellas used with difficulty

Strong Breeze

22-27

7

50-61

Whole trees in motion
Walking against the wind impeded

Near Gale

28-33

8

62-74

Twigs break off trees

Gale

34-40

9

75-88

Slight structure damage

Strong Gale

41-47

10

89-102

Seldom experienced inland
Trees uprooted
Much structural damage

Storm

48-55

11

103-117

Very rare
Widespread damage

Violent Storm

56-63

12

≥118

Severe and extensive damage

Hurricane

64-71
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Land Specification

Title

Knots

0
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ESTIMATING DEGREE OF SLOPE

450

1 in 1

300

1 in 2

200

1 in 3

100

1 in 6

50

1 in 10

30

1 in 20

00

0

.
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Degrees (approx)

Gradient

45

1 in 1

30

1 in 2

20

1 in 3

10

1 in 6

5

1 in 10

3

1 in 20

0

0

Description
Very Steep
A dangerous slope
Steep
Difficult to climb
Steep
Steepest of roads
Moderate/Steep
Too steep to cycle
Moderate
Cycling difficult
Gradual
Level
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FUEL MOISTURE CONTENT
THE SINGLE LEAF TEST
Sheltered from any wind, light the end of a dead leaf and once lit, take the ignition source away. The aim is
to discover the angle at which a small flame neither goes out nor flares up.

WET
Leaf burns only if straight down or doesn’t burn at all
All fuels in area too wet to be burnt.

MOIST
Leaf burns if angled downwards but not if level
Fine fuels from area will only burn if on slope or in wind.

BORDERLINE
Leaf burns if level but not angled upwards
Fine fuels from this position will burn very slowly unless helped by
wind, slope and fuel continuity.

DRY
Leaf can be angled upwards and still burn
Fine fuels from area are dry enough to burn.

TOO DRY
Leaf burns if held straight up
All fine fuels very dry and flammable, fire will run up stringybark trees.
Spotting likely, especially if windy.
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NSW Rural Fire Service
15 Carter Street Lidcombe NSW 2141

Hotspots Fire Project
Nature Conservation Council of NSW
Level 2, 5 Wilson Street Newtown NSW 2042

Phone 02 8741 5555
Email hotspots@rfs.nsw.gov.au
www.hotspotsﬁreproject.org.au
www.rfs.nsw.gov.au

Phone 02 9516 0359
Email info@hotspotsfireproject.org.au
www.hotspotsfireproject.org.au
www.nccnsw.org.au

BUSH FIRE HAZARD REDUCTION CERTIFICATE
ENVIRONMENTAL APPROVAL - APPLICATION FORM
For more information on how to fill in this form see Application Instructions for a Bush Fire Hazard Reduction Certificate
Return completed form to your local RFS Fire Control Centre

1. APPLICANT’S DETAILS - Please note that all property owners must sign this form
Title:

 Mr

 Mrs

 Ms

Last name:

 Miss

 Dr

First name:

Postal address:
Postcode:
Telephone:

Home:

Work:

Mobile:

Fax:

Email:

2. Location of Works. Give details of the property where the Hazard Reduction works are to be conducted.
Suburb:

Street:

House Number:

Lot Number:

DP Number:

Additional information:
Attach a map of the property indicating the area of proposed works (see application instructions for details)

3. What existing assets will the proposed activity be protecting?
 House / dwelling

 Boundary fences

 School / hospital / nursing home etc

 Plantation

 Other buildings

 Other

4. Method of reducing fuel - tick all those applicable, and provide details on size of works
 Burning of vegetation

Area (hectares)

 Hand clearing

Length (metres)

Are containment
lines in place?
Width (metres)

 Brushcutting

Length (metres)

Width (metres)

 Slashing / Trittering

Length (metres)

Width (metres)

 Ploughing / Grading

Length (metres)

Width (metres)

 Tree removal / pruning

Number of trees

 Pile burning

Number of piles

Size of pile/s

only permitted for disposal of vegetation cleared for hazard reduction
Number of windrows

(metres by metres)
Size of windrow/s

only permitted for disposal of plantation windrows that are a fire hazard

(metres by metres)

 Windrow burning

NSW RURAL FIRE SERVICE
…for our community

YES / NO

BUSH FIRE HAZARD REDUCTION CERTIFICATE APPLICATION FORM (Page 2)
Start date:

5. When do you propose to do the work?

Finish date:

6. When was the last time that fuel was reduced? (number of years)
circle nearest year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20+

unknown

7. How was the fuel reduced last time?
 Hand clearing

 Slashing / Trittering

 Ploughing / Grading

 Tree removal / pruning

 Hazard reduction burn

 Wildfire

 Pile / Windrow burning

 Unknown

8. Has an application for removal of vegetation/trees on this land been refused within the last three
years?
 No

 Yes - provide details

9. Is there any known threatened species, populations or ecological community?
 No

 Yes - provide details (species present and location) and attach map or report if available.

10. Is there any known aboriginal relic or place, or any known cultural heritage site?
 No

 Yes - provide details (type and location) and attach map or report if available.

11. Do you have a land management agreement listed below?
 No

 Yes – tick relevant box and attach details

 Any conservation agreement entered into under Part 4 Division 12 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
 Any property agreement entered into under Part 5 of the Native Vegetation Conservation Act 1997
 Any trust agreement entered into under Part 3 of the Nature Conservation Trust Act 2001
 Any property management plan approved by the Director-General of National Parks and Wildlife under section 91
of the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995

 Any property vegetation plan agreement entered into under Part 4 of the Native Vegetation Act 2003
 A permit issued under the Rivers and Foreshores Improvement Act 1948
 An authorization under the Plantations and Reafforestations Act 1999
12. Does the proposed bush fire hazard reduction work require work on neighbouring land?
 No
 Yes - attach a written and signed authority from each owner or manager authorising the work on their land.
13. Authorisation: As the owner/occupier of this land I consent to the above proposed bush fire hazard reduction
works, and attest that the information on this form is correct to the best of my knowledge.
SIGNATURE/S

Date

Time for determination: I agree that this application will be assessed in
OFFICE USE ONLY
received:

7 / 14 / 21 / 28 Days.

Date
Received by:

All information provided by the applicant will be used by the RFS solely for the purposes of assessing the application for
hazard reduction works. All personal information will be dealt with in accordance with the Privacy and Personal
Information Protection Act 1998.

